
REDEFINING WHAT IS POSSIBLE WITH
TOUCHLESS TECHNOLOGY

What makes HOLO LIFT Different from other Touchless Elevator products?

Two Cutting Edge Touchless Technologies Combined To Create
A Best In Class Touchless Elevator Product

Holographic and Voice Activated Elevator Car Operating Panel and Hall Stations
HOLO LIFT

2 Touchless technologies in one 
product

HOLO LIFT is the only product on the market that uses 
two different touchless technologies (interactive 
holographic and voice activated) to allow a user to 
register a car or landing call without having to 
physically touch a button. 

For More Information Please Visit Our Website
www.eea-solutions.com

Accessibility
HOLO LIFT - equipped with Voice Activated   
Commands and Audible Communication can help 
passengers with disabilities to operate the elevator 
safely and with optimal efficiency . 

Maintenance Free
HOLO LIFT does not require any maintenance 
procedures.

Introducing

EEA Solutions has developed a touchless system for elevators that uses a hologram to project “virtual” buttons in the air. The Holographic technology 
used in our touchless system means that an individual using an elevator furnished with our HOLO LIFT devices is no longer required to physically touch 
a button to place an elevator car call or elevator landing call. A call is placed by simply touching the appropriate “air button” displayed by the “virtual” 
HOLO LIFT – Car Operating Panel or Elevator Hall Station. And for those individuals that may be physically or visually impaired, our HOLO LIFT 
Holographic devices are also furnished with a voice recognition feature allowing the operation of the elevator by using a simple voice command to 
register a car call such as saying “fifth floor” or placing a hall call from a floor by saying "going up" or "going down".

User Friendly
HOLO LIFT products do not require a separate 
device to operate them ie. a smartphone. Our 
voice activated technology is self-contained in the 
devices and does not rely on the internet or blue 
tooth to support the voice activation feature.

Easy Retrofit
HOLO LIFT interfaces seamlessly and safely with 
the existing elevator car operating panel and 
elevator landing stations, providing users with a 
safe, zero contact means of placing an elevator car 
or hall call while reducing the risk of exposure to 
germs, viruses and bacteria.

Fast/Responsive
An elevator car or landing call is immediately 
registered simply by touching the appropriate 
“air button” displayed on the “virtual” HOLO 
LIFT COP/Hall Station or with the voice activation 
feature.



Did you know that…

INNOVATION
THAT MATTERS

Studies have shown that elevator buttons have over 40% more viruses, bacteria and germs on their 
surface than a public toilet seat.

Pathogens love stainless steel and plastic which most elevator buttons are made of, being able to survive 
on those surfaces for up to 7 days.

Cross-contamination occurs when someone touches a previously touched surface, picking up pathogens 
that are then transferred to another surface or person.

Elevator buttons are one of the most contaminated surfaces in a building.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Please visit our website www.eea-solutions.com

YouTube channel EEA Solutions Inc. Feel free to contact us:

Mark Bernhard mb@eeasolutionsusa.com

Mateusz Kipczak mk@eeasolutions.ca

Are you sure you want to touch that
button?

Help improve building safety for your tenants, staff and guests by upgrading your elevator
 with HOLO LIFT Touchless holographic and voice activated elevator products.


